Non Pigmented Skin Lesion

Demographics (as above)

Clinical History:

- Reason for consultation: diagnosis, confirmation of diagnosis, recommendations for management, assumption of care, medical evaluation, hospitalization evaluation, disposition/duty status question, treatment recommendations, other ______
- Duration: months, years, unknown, other ______
- Location
- Size
- Prior treatment, biopsy or manipulation?
- Bleeding?
- Past history of skin cancer? Specify ______
- Family history of melanoma (parents, siblings, children)?
- Miscellaneous comments
- Provisional Diagnosis

Suggested Images:

A: Not needed unless these lesions are located on several regions of the body
B: Orientation views to illustrate the location of the lesion(s) (i.e. views of the face, portions of the back, chest, leg etc.)
C: Detailed views of the lesions itself. If the lesion has a nodular quality, consider "pinching" the lesion while taking this view in order to demonstrate this to the consultant

Sample Images:

B. Medium View

Note that you can tell the location of this lesion as well as its size
C. Close Up View

Note accentuation of surface texture, topography and borders